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Weapon.
Useful measures of interval reliability are:

Key Words-Interval reliability, Top-event occurrence frequency,
Digraph analysis, Control-system reliability analysis, Fault-tree analysis, * System unreliability, the probability of at least one
Probabilistic importance, Quantitative safety analysis, Design tradeoff, system failure over a time interval (usually the mis-
Accident prevention, Time ordering of events, Fault-tree computer code,
Probabilistic risk assessment, Common-cause initiating event, Event tree- sion time or system lifetime).
fault tree approach. * s-Expected number of system failures over an inter-

val of time.
Reader Aids- The s-expected number of system failures is the integral

Purpose: Widen state of the art of the Top Event occurrence frequency over a specified
Special math needed for explanations: Elementary probability time interval. This paper deals with the analysis of poten-
Special math needed to use results: None
Results useful to: Reliability analysts, Fault-tree researchers, Persons tially catastrophic Top Events. Hence for the remainder of

interested in practical applications. this paper, the Top Event occurrence frequency can be
thought of as accident frequency, i.e. the s-expected

Summary & Conclusions-This paper describes generation and number of Top Event occurrences per unit time.
evaluation of logic models such as fault trees for interval reliability. Inter- -As th uni ieintoerva appro zeo the T
val reliability assesses the ability of a system to operate over a specific As the unit time interval approaches zero, the Top
time interval without failure. The analysis requires that the sequence of Event occurrence frequency approaches the probability of
events leading to system failure be identified. Two types of events are the occurrence of the Top Event in that time interval.
described: 1) initiating events (cause disturbances or perturbations in The concept of Top Event occurrence frequency was
system variables) that cause system failure and 2) enabling events (permit introduced by Vesely in [20], and is akin to the concept of a
initiating events to cause system failure). Control-system failures are renewal density as described by Apostolakis in [21 and
treated. The engineering and mathematical concepts are described in
terms of a simplified example of a pressure-tank system. Later these same Barlow & Proschan in [4].
concepts are used in an actual industrial application in which an existing When system failure is rare, s-expected number of
chlorine vaporizer system was modified to improve safety without com- system failures << 1 (which is true for many systems
promising system availability. Computer codes that are capable of per- analyzed by fault tree analysis), then the s-expected
forming the calculations, and pitfalls in computing accident frequency in number of system failures is an accurate approximation to
fault tree analysis, are discussed.

system unreliability (Murchland [13], and Lambert &
Davis [10].). For systems at steady state, Top Event occur-
rence frequency in many cases approaches a bounded

1. INTRODUCTION asymptotic constant, and the mean time between occur-
rences of the Top Event can be approximated simply by the

An important first step in fault-tree analysis is carefully reciprocal of Top Event occurrence frequency, - another
and thoroughly to identify Top Events whose occurrence useful measure of interval reliability, Ross [16].
are potentially catastrophic, i.e. accidents which can result System unavailability (fractional system downtime),
in loss of system function or loss of human life. These due the occurrence of catastrophic accidents, is not
events require interval reliability analysis which assesses relevant since it does not make sense to restore or repair
the ability of the system to operate over a time interval the system in such cases.
without failure. Examples of Top Events which require in- This paper illustrates the thought processes involved in
terval reliability analysis are: generating and evaluating logic models such as fault trees

for interval reliability analysis. This analysis requires that
nqRuvprtur no buaienehf chemicalr reactor the sequence of events leading to system failure be iden-*~~~~~~~~~~~~Indetnranho alsi isl tified. We found it useful to categorize events according to

* Auxiliary feedwater system that fails to operate for whte the weeiiitn. realn vns(hs
24 hours following loss of main feedwater.

* Seuriy sstemtha pemitsthet o speialnucear events are formally defined in the next section). This paper
material. ~~~~~~~~presents the important steps in conducting an interval

* Weapon fires inadvertantly. reliability analysis:
* Identification of initiating and enabling events in the

As suggested by this listing of the Top Events, interval construction and analysis of fault trees.
reliability analysis applies to a wide range of systems, e.g., * Consideration of control system failures.
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* Computation of Top Event occurrence frequency component that fails last is the initiating event because it is the
(and/or mean time between occurrences of the Top event which causes the system to fail. Example #2: A similar
Event) example with this property is fire caused by spill of flam-

* Computation of probabilistic weighting functions mable material and ignition source present.
(i.e., s-importance measures) for initiating and en- In both examples #1 and #2, the occurrence of the first
abling events. event created a system condition that permitted the occur-

* Conducting design tradeoffs (using s-importance rence of the second event to cause the Top Event. The impor-
rankings for initiating and enabling events). tant point to be made is that at the time of occurrence of the

first event, the Top Event did not occur, hence the first event
The engineering and mathematical concepts in this is an enabling event. However, at the time of occurrence of

paper are described in terms of a simplified example of a the second event, the Top Event did occur. Hence, the second
pressure tank system. Later in the paper these same con- event is the initiating event. Thus, an initiating event is
cepts are used in an actual chemical plant application in defined with a specific Top Event in mind and that generally
which an existing chlorine vaporizer system was modified the Top Event occurs when the initiating event occurs.
to improve safety without compromising system availabili-
ty. Computer codes that are capable of performing the 3. EXAMPLE
calculations are also described.

First, the role of initiating and enabling events in the To illustrate the process of identifying initiating and enabling
construction and qualitative evaluation of fault trees is events in fault-tree analysis, consider the pressure tank system
discussed. Later in section 6, the importance of identifying shown in figure 1. The Top Event is "Pressure Tank Rupture."
these events in the probabilistic evaluations of fault trees is
described.

OPERATOR

2. DEFINITION OF INITIATING ---g_________
AND ENABLING EVENTS - DISCHARGE

VALVE

This section illustrates the process of identifying SWITCH
initiating and enabling events in fault-tree analysis with
specific emphasis on control-system failures. First, we give PRESSURE
a formal definition of these events. POWER TANK GAUGE

Initiating events cause system variables such as voltage, SUPPLY

pressure, temperature to deviate from their usual value. RELIEF
They are sources of system disturbances that cause the Top TIMER VALVE
Event to occur. Examples include:

* Control devices or sensors failing high, low, or
reversed ... . . . ................. Fig. 1. Pressure Tank System.

* Loss of utilities (e.g. instrument air, cooling water or
electricity)

* External events (e.g., flood, fire, or earthquake) 3.1 System Description
*Operator initiates the wrong action. The system given in figure 1 discharges gas from a reser-
Enabling events represent failure of system mitigative voir into a pressure tank. The pumping cycle is initiated by an

actions, either passive or active, that permit the event operator who manually resets a timer, the timer contacts
sequence, started by the initiating event, to proceed to the closes and the pump starts. The manual switch is normally
occurrence of the Top Event. Examples include: closed. Later (well before any overpressure condition can

* Loss of containment exist), the timer trips and the timer contacts open. Current is
* Control device inactive denied to the pump and pumping ceases. If the timer contacts

* Preu relie valvejaMM do not open, the operator will notice the indicated tank*Pressure relief valve'jammed closed' pressure on the pressure gauge becoming too high and he will* Interlockrelayfails to openopen the manual switch causing pumping to cease. After each
* Operator fails to respond or responds incorrectly cce h opesdgsi icagdb pnn h av
*Lossofsysem redndancy and the valve is closed before the next cycle begins.
In some cases, the time ordering of events determines

whether an event can be either an initiating or enabling 3.2 System Digraph
event. Example #1: Consider a redundant system of two
components whose joint failure will cause system failure. To model the interrelationship of system variables and
The component that fails first is an enabling event-the events which cause tank rupture, we construct a digraph
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Fig. 2. Digraph for Pressure Tank Rupture.
Fig. 3. Fault Tree for Pressure Tank Rupture.

with top node, pressure tank rupture as shown in figure 2
(Lapp & Powers [11], Allen & Rao [1] discuss the use of Tank ruptures under normal load
digraphs to construct fault trees. They describe a synthesis Timer contacts fail to open
algorithm which constructs fault trees from digraphs). The
variables PTank and I denote respectively tank pressure and The 'tank rupturing under load' is an initiating event
current. There are two negative feedback loops (NFBLs) and there is no mitigative features in the system to prevent
indicated by bold cyclic lines in the digraph. The function this event from occurring. The 'timer contacts failing to
of these loops is to counteract the effect of the disturbance open' is another initiating event since it can initiate an

"timer contacts fail to open", which causes the pump event sequence leading to overpressure. The remaining
motor to continue operating, which in turn results in over- four basic events-
pressure. There are two NFBLs: Relief valve stuck

* Pressure relief valve opening in the event of excess * Pressure gauge stuck
pressure (NFBL #2) No or slow response from operator

* The operator sensing indicated pressure and opening * Manual switch fails to open
the manual switch if pressure is too high (similar in do not cause overpressure but do inactivate the NFBLs.
scope to an interlock or trip function) (NFBL #1). Once the fault tree is constructed, the next step is a

According to digraph terminology, events which inac- qualitative evaluation-finding the min cut sets (the system
tivate the loops are called zero gain events and appear as modes of failure). Min cut sets are sets of basic events that
basic events in the fault tree. The value of the gain appears are sufficient to cause the Top Event. As shown in table 1,
on an arrow connecting the nodes which are system there are a total of four min cut sets to the fault tree in
variables. Gain has the meaning a Y/aX where Y is the figure 3; one of order one and three of order three. (Order
dependent variable and Xthe independent variable. A gain refers to the number of basic events in the min cut sets.)
of + 1 or -1 implies a moderate positive or negative rela- Each of these min cut sets contains only one initiating
tionship between variables, ± 10 indicates a strong rela- event, which implies there is only one time sequence by
tionship, and a gain of zero implies no relationship. which each min cut set can occur. The number of initiating

events in a min cut set determines the number of time se-
3.3 System Fault Tree quences in which a min cut set can cause system failure. As

discussed in section 6 this fact is important in computing
The fault tree is generated from the digraph via the synthesis Top Event occurrence frequency.

algorithm which delineates how a control loop can either cause
or pass a disturbance, resulting in the occurrence of the Top 4. CONTROL-SYSTEM FAILURES
Event. The resulting fault tree is shown in figure 3. There are a
total of six basic events (basic events represent the limit of resolu- This section classifies control-system failures as either
tion in fault tree analysis)- two of which are initiating events: initiating or enabling events. To understand the chlorinze
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TABLE 1 A reversal can occur when the gain of a control-loop
Listing of Min Cut Sets element is of the wrong sign (i.e. element works

(for Fault Tree in Figure 3) backwards). Reversals are usually detected during startup.

Min Cut SetDescriptionTable 2 categorizes initiating and enabling events forMin Cut Set Description simple negative feedback and feedforward loops. Reversal
1 * Tank Ruptures Under Normal Load (i) of a control device on a negative feedforward loop (NFFL)
2 * Timer Contacts fail to open (i) causes the loop to be positive. Another system disturbance

* Relief valve fails to operate (e) is required to perturb system variables since positive feed-
* Pressure gauge stuck (e) forward loops do not amplify noise like positive feedback

3 * Timer Contacts fail to open (i) loops do. For this reason, a reversal of a control device on
* Relief valve fails to operate (e) an NFFL is an enabling event.
* No or slow response from operator (e)

4 * Timer contacts fail to open (i)
* Relief valve fails to operate (e) TABLE 2
* Manual switch fails to open (e) Event Types for Control-System Analysis

(i) denotes initiating event Negative Negative
(e) denotes enabling event Event Feedback Feedforward

Loop Loop

vaporizer study presented in section 10, we discuss the Control Device Enabler Enabler
basic types of control loop operation. There are two basic Inactive
types of loops: Control Device Initiator Initiator

Fails high or low*
* Negative feedback... Control Device Initiator Enabler
* Negative feedforward. Reversed

The basic elements of process control loops are: External Initiator Initiator
Disturbance

* The Sensor: Senses a variable (called the sensed or
measured variable) and sends a signal to the con- *For a control device not in standby.
troller

* The Controller: Compares the actual value of the
sensed variable to the desired value and derives a cor- 5. ASSUMPTIONS FOR
rective signal from any deviation PROBABILISTIC CALCULATIONS

* The Control Device: Is commanded by the controller
to manipulate a variable (called the manipulated The assumptions made in this paper to quantify fault

variable) to correct for disturbances in the sensed trees for accident analysis are discussed in this section.
variable

The controller is a physical device which senses distur- 5.1 s-Dependency Considerations
bances in sensed variables by comparing the actual value of Because the initiating event places a demand on the
the variable (output from the sensor) with the desired value system mitigative features to respond, the occurrence of
(i.e., the set point of the controller). Any difference be- the enabling event is conditional on the occurrence of the
tween the actual value and desired value is compensated initiating events. This s-dependency must be incorporated
for by changing the value of a manipulated variable (e.g. both in the qualitative and quantitative evaluations. An ex-
changing the pressure on the bonnet of a control valve that ample of total s-dependency is a voltage surge which welds
in turn regulates flow of cooling water to a heat both the timer contacts and switch contacts shut in the cir-
exchanger). cuit shown in figure 2. In this case the initiating event both

The operator can also be modeled as a control element. causes a disturbance and inactivates control-loop action.
In the pressure tank example, the operator is functionally This underscores the need to develop basic events in suffi-
equivalent to a controller. He observes indicated pressure cient detail for common causes events to appear in the
and manipulates current through the switch. fault-tree development. Other common causes which can

In the pressure tank example, we presented only one simultaneously initiate and inactivate are external events
type of failure for control loops, inactivation, i.e., an ex- such as flood, fire, earthquake, or lightning. Numerous
ternal disturbance entered the loop and the loop passed the statistical models, such as shock models, have been
disturbance. Control loops can also fail by being the sole developed to account for s-dependency of component
cause of the system disturbance-examples include: failures caused by external events [4]. Ref. [7] discusses the

* Control elements fail high or low use of the multivariate s-normal distributions for quantify-
* Control elements fail reversed ing seismically induced reactor accident sequences at
* Set point high or low. nuclear power plants.
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5 In this paper, the following two assumptions are made * Initiating event occurs
regarding s-dependency: * System is in a critical state for the occurrence of the

initiating event.
1. Enabling events are s-independent (though

s-dependent on the occurrence of the initiating event) A critical system state for a given initiating event defines a
2. The simultaneous occurrence of two or more set of failed components resulting in failure of system

initiating events in a differential time interval is zero. mitigative features (either passive or active) that permit the
occurrence of the Top Event when the initiating event occurs.

For the pressure tank example, Assumption #1 implies For example, in order for the occurrence of the initiating
that failure of the relief valve does not cause failure Of event, "timer contacts fail to open," to cause overpressure,
either the switch, operator or pressure gauge and vice both NFBLs must fail. Table 3 shows that there are a total of
versa. Assumption #2 implies that the probability of the seven critical system states for this initiating event. These
simultaneous occurrence of the tank rupturing under usual states are mutually exclusive, i.e., the occurrence of one state
load and the timer contacts failing to open is zero. precludes the occurrence of all other states. We also see that

the Boolean union of these system states represents the
Boolean union of all the min cut sets containing the initiating

5.2 Issue of System Downtime event (with the initiating event set equal to true).

We will not consider system downtime; this means that TABLE 3
when a min cut set occurs we will assume that it always causes Critical System-States and Their Probability of Occurrence
catastrophic system failure. This implies that we are not con- for the Event "Timer Contacts Fail to Open"
cerned with the fault duration time of initiating events, e.g. NFBL #2 NFBL #1 FAILS
with respect to the Top Event, "Pressure Tank Rupture," we FAILS
are not concerned with the repair time of the timer.

System Relief Switch, Operator, Pressure Probability ofFor Top Events in which system downtime iS relevant, Stae Valve, R S 0 Gauge, G Occurrence*
such as "Discharge through the relief valve," we are con-
cerned with the repair time of the timer. In this case, the I FAILED FAILED WORKS WORKS qR q, p. PG
system fails noncatastrophically and the system can be 2 FAILED WORKS FAILS WORKS qR Ps qo PG
repaired by repairing the components in the min cut set(s) 3 FAILED WORKS WORKS FAILED qR PS pO qG

4 FAILED FAILED FAILS WORKS q, q, q. PGwhich caused the system to fail. Without further analysis, 5 FAILED FAILED WORKS FAILED qR qS p qG
fault trees in general are not good repair models when Top 6 FAILED WORKS FAILED FAILED qR pS q. q.
Events represent the occurrence of catastrophic accidents 7 FAILED FAILED FAILS FAILED q. q, q. q.
because these fault trees do not describe the events
necessary to restore the system to the working state. For *q equals the probability that the device is failed, p 1 - q
example, one could not use the reactor accident scenarios
produced by the event tree-fault tree approach [15] to To compute Top Event occurrence frequency, the
describe how clean-up operations should occur to restore following reliability characteristics must be known for
the crippled Three Mile Island nuclear reactor to the initiating and enabling events-
operable state.

* Initiating event failure frequency, Wf(t)
* Enabling event unavailability, q(t).

5.3 Repairable System Assumption w/ t) is a renewal failure density with the property that
For a repairable system, we assume that the system can fjVf(t)dt is the s-expected number of component failures

be restored by simply repairing the components in the min in the time interval [0, T].
cut set which caused the system to fail. .. q(t) is the conditional probability that the component is

As described in section 5.2, this assumption might not failed (does not operate or is already in a failed state) when
be true. However, this assumption results in a conservative the initiating event occurs at time t.
over-estimation for the Top Event occurrence frequency.

This paper addresses a method to compute Top Event There are two types of enabling event availabilities-
occurrence frequency not Top Event existence probability, D

. "Tl- ___- -111-11-11111--~~~~..' Demand unavailability (failure to change state uponi.e., system unavailability. To calculate system unavailability dmn,eg,rlycnat alt ls,oeao
meaningfully when accidents occur requires the use of addi- repnsicorcl)
tional methods other than fault-tree analysis, such as a "Dsowntime unavaieclablt,te)rbbltyta.h

simulation moe,ciia 'ah raMro nlss component has failed prior to the occurrence of the ini-
6. TOP EVENT OCCURRENCE FREQUENCY tiating event (e.g., redundant component under repair).

To compute q(t), maintenance policies and reliability
Physically, we model the occurrence of the Top Event parameters must be known. Three maintenance policies for

as follows: components are commonly encountered in reliable systems:
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COMPONENT
MAINTENANCE COMPONENT ASYMPTOTIC COMPONENT COMPONENT ASYMPTOTIC FAILURE

POLICY UNAVAILABILITY VALUE UNAVAILABILITY FAILURE FREQUENCY VALU VERSUSTIE E
____ ____ ____ __ _ ____ ____ ___ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ___ VERSUS TIME VAL EEREQUENCYR

1. No Repair 1-exp(-Xt)<Xt 1 XFexp(-Xt) 0

2. Repair T7T.Announced |[I-exp[ (_+T)t] 1
<AT| | T exp(-TiIt)] <A

Failure U+-epE(1- TJ U+ - El+ U +

3. Repair Un-)
announced 1-exp[-X(t-(n-1)e)] - + -t | exp(-x(t-(n-1)o)J I Yx

(n-l<)O<tcnO (Average (n-1)O<t<nO t
n = 1, 2, . . UnavailabilI ty) n = 1, 2, 3

Fig. 4. Component Unavailability and Failure Frequency, Constant A and T.
ni JSystem is in a critical system state)

1. No repair W(t) = J Pr for the occurrence of initiating wf,(t)
2. Repair - Announced (revealed) failure (unsched- -event i. J

uled maintenance) ni
3. Repair Unannounced (unrevealed) failure = X Pr{UiEi,k} Wf,(t) (1)

(scheduled maintenance or inspections at fixed intervals)
E event that min cut set k containing initiating event

Maintenance policy #1 is typical of satellites and other 'l,k i occurs (with i set equal to true)
remotely controlled systems. Policy #2 is common when
some kind of continuous process is being monitored (such U, Boolean union of min cut sets containing initiating
as a chemical processing plant) where the proper function- event i
ing of a component can be observed. Policy #3 is common ni number of initiating events in the fault tree
to standby safety systems such as fire protection or wf,(t) failure frequency of initiating event i
engineered safeguards at nuclear power plants, where there
is no indication that a component has failed. Refs. [2, 4] The term in (1), Pr{UiEUi k}' is called the criticality func-
discuss maintenance policies. tion for initiating event i.

If the probability distribution of component failure To compute Top Event occurrence frequency for the
time and repair time is exponential, then the following pressure tank example, we first examine the sixth column
relationships apply: in table 3 which lists the probability of each critical system

state for failure of the timer. Since the system states are
IA= 1/A and T = l/v mutually exclusive, the sum of state probabilities is the ex-

act probability for the system being in one of the critical
Notation states for the failure of the timer. W(t) is the sum of event

frequencies at which each initiating event causes the system
,u mean time to failure to fail, i.e. (see table 3 for notation):
A failure rate (conditional probability of failure per

unit time) W(t) = APT + [qRqs Po PG + qRPs qo PG + qRPsPoqG
T mean repair time
v mean repair rate (conditional probability of repair + qR qs qo PG + qR qs Po qG + qR Ps qo qG

per unit time)
0 inspection interval for policy #3 + qRqs qo qG] AT. (2)

In a quantitative safety analysis, it is common to set these Subscript PT represents pressure tank (rupturing under
parameters to conservative values, e.g. estimate A and T at normal load) and T, the timer.
some upper bound value. Time dependent unavailability To evaluate (2), choose the following data:
and failure frequency are displayed in figure 4. 1. Basic event data in table 5 applies (data taken from

The A conservatively estimates the initiating-event WASH 1400 data [15] and from the IABA data [18].
failure-frequency in all three cases. With the concept of 2. There is one operating cycle per hour.
critical system states for initiating events and with assump- 3. The relief valve is inspected yearly.
tions made in sections 5.1 and 5.2, it follows that the Top 4. For ease of displaying calculations, p(component
Event occurrence frequency, W(t), is the sum of the fre- availability) is set equal to unity (which results in a slight
quencies at which initiating events cause system failure, i.e. overestimation of Top Event occurrence frequency).
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TABLE5 qA AB + qB AA (3)
Data for Basic Events

The first (second) term in expression (3) represents the
Failure rate, A, or situation in which the failure of pump A (pump B) is the

Component Failure Mode Basic Event Type unavailability, q enabling event, it is the pump which fails first.

Tank Rupture Under Initiator 1PT = 10-'/cycle Point #2 became clear when the second author reviewed
Normal Load, PT a risk assessment conducted for the Shoreham nuclear

power plant [9, 16]. One purpose of this study was to iden-
Timer Contacts Fail Initiator AT = 10-4/cycle tify accident scenarios leading to core damage and release
to Open, T of radioactivity. The scenario of the highest frequency was

Relief Valve Fails Enabler AR = 3 x 104/hr loss of the power conversion system (the normal heat
to Operate, R OR = 1 yr, removal system) and failure of all emergency core cool

q, = Ae/2 = 0.13 systems (ECCS) caused by internal flooding. One way in-
ternal flooding can occur is by disassembling the ECCS

from Operator, o during maintenance (e.g. a pump impeller replacement,
valve stem replacement, valve seat adjustments). If during

Manual Switch Fails to Enabler q, = 10-4/demand this disassembly, the operator defeats the isolation pro-
Open, S cedure by opening a motor operated isolation valve, MOV,

then release of water through the isolation valve can occur.
Pressure GagtuknalrA large inventory of water from the condensate storage

tank can be released through this valve. If the operator

The result is: does not close the MOV within 40 minutes, six feet of
water can accumulate in the room where the ECCS com-

W(t) = [10-8 + (0.13 x 10-4 + 0.13 x 10-2 + 0.13 x 10-5 ponents are located and all ECCS components are dis-
abled. Procedures require tagging the MOV in the control

+ 0.13 x 10-4X 10-2 + 0.13 x 10-4X 10-5 room. There are two accident sequences leading to
flooding of all ECCS components:

+ 0.13 x 10-2 x 10-5 + 0.13 x 10-4 x 10-2 sequence 1

x 10-5)10-4] s-expected tank ruptures/cycle a. operator inadvertantly leaves the MOV opened
b. system is disassembled during maintenance

= [10-8 + 1.3 x 10 7]/cycle = 1.4 x 10-7 c. operator fails to reclose the MOV within 40 minutes.
s-expected tank ruptures/cycle

sequence 2

1.3 x 10-7/cycle is the average rate at which rupture oc- a. system is disassembled for maintenance
curs from overpressure. The mean occurrence time is 1/(1.3 x b. operator inadvertantly opens the MOV during
10-7) cycles, 7.7 x 106 cycles = 880 years. As indicated by the maintenance
underline, min cut set #3 (see table 1), involving failure of the c. operator fails to reclose the MOV within 40 minutes.
operator to respond, dominates the calculations.

In general, two important points must be considered In either sequence, event b is the initiating event which
when computing Top Event occurrence frequency: causes flooding to start. Event c has a much higher prob-

1. Not all basic events in fault tree are initiating events ability of occurrence in accident sequence 2. When
2. A fault tree must be constructed and quantitatively flooding occurs via sequence 1, the operator is usually

.... communicating with the maintenance crew. Flooding viaevaluated with an awareness of which events are initiating g
events. sequence 2 can occur at any time during disassembly

-which lasts on the average 3.5 days. Furthermore
Point #1 is obvious when we study the pressure tank ex- flooding via sequence 2 will most likely occur several per-

ample which had one initiating event per min cut set. We sonnel shift changes after initial disassembly when the
found that in seven fault tree studies of control systems, maintenance crew is not present at the location where
only 200/o to 3OWMo of all basic events were initiating events, disassembly occurs and when a different operator is

As stated in section 2, there are cases in which an event present in the control room. The feedback of information
can be either an initiating or enabling event. In this case to the operator in sequence 2 is not as reliable as with se-
both possibilities need to be considered. For example, quence 1, which results in sequence 2having amuch higher
consider two redundant pumps in parallel, A and B, frequency of occurence than sequence 1.
operating at steady state. The rate at which system shut- We believe that the mathematical form of Top Event
down occurs is: occurrence frequency W(t), given in this paper is very
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useful for reliability engineering. As shown in table 3, the Notation
criticality function defines precisely (for each initiating event)
the number of combinations of enabling events that can inac- wf ,(t) failure frequency of initiating event i at time t.
tivate system protection features and mitigative actions. We Ui Boolean union of all min cut sets containing ini-
believe that it addresses the following concerns stated in the tiating event i.
literature about reliability analysis of control systems. Ei k event that a min cut set k containing initiating

event i occurs (with event i set equal to true).
* Failure of protective devices must fail before the oc- E, event that a min cut set k containing initiating

currence of a system demand [8] ~'k mEk event j and enabling event m occurs (with event j
* Failure of a control device can either inactivate con- set equal to true).

trol action or cause a system disturbance depending n number of initiating events in the Boolean union
upon the failure mode [1]. of all min cut sets containing enabling event m.

By deciding which events are initiating and enabling ni number of initiating events in the fault tree.
events, the above failure modes can be modeled and
evaluated appropriately. These measures define the fraction of the time that min

cut sets containing a given initiating or enabling event have
caused the Top Event to occur, given the occurrence of the

7. s-IMPORTANCE Top Event.
For a more mathematical treatment of this subject, see The above measures assess the s-importance of basic

Birnbaum [5], Barlow & Proschan [3], Strip [17], and events according the union of min cut sets in which they
Lambert & Davis [10]. are contained. These measures of s-importance are similar

Analysis of most nontrivial systems produces an enor- in form but different in concept to those suggested by
mous number of min cut sets. A ranking according to prob- Fussell [6] and Vesely [19], which are weighted according
ability is necessary in identifying important contributors to system unavailability.
because it is virtually impossible for an analyst to visually in- The mathematical form and values (to two significant
spect all the min cut sets and assess the relative contribution places) for the importance measures described by (4) and
of a component to system failure. This is particularly true if: (5) for the pressure tank example are listed in table 6. For
1) basic events appear in many cut sets (i.e., components are initiator importance measures, the numerator is a linear
replicated), and 2) basic events have varying failure rates and function of the failure frequency A; for enablers, the
fault duration times (repair times). numerator is a linear function of the unavailability q.

s-Importance measures assess the quantitative con-
tribution of initiating or enabling events in contributing to
the Top Event occurrence frequency. TABLE 6

Examining (1) in section 6, we see one reasonable Importance Rankings
definition for the s-importance of initiating I at time t is-

BaSiC EVent IMPORTANCE EXPreSSiOn ValUe (%1)
Frequency of occurrence of the Boolean union of all Tank Rupture Under Normal APT/W(t) 7.1
min cut sets containing initiating event I at time t Load, PT

Top Event Occurrence Frequency at time t Timer Contacts Fail to [qR qSPOPG + 7R Ps qoPG 93
Open, T + qR Ps Po qG + qR qs qo PG

=Pr{UI El k}I Wf, I (t) (4) + qR qspo qG+ +qR s qo qG
__ __________________________4 + qR qs qo qJ] AT/W ()

ni

PrtU Ei}kI wf, l(t) Relief Valve Fails to [AT qS Po PG + AT Ps qo PG93
Operate, R + AT PS PO qG + AT qs qo PG

+ 1T qSPoqG + 1TPS qOqGOne measure of s-importance for enabling event m at time + AT qs o qG pqR/W(t)
t is

No or slow response from q. qo AT/W(t) 93Frequency of occurrence of the Boolean union of all operator, O
min cut sets containing enabling event m at time t

Top Event Otccurrence Frequency at time t Sic al oOe,S ~ q TWt

nm ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~PressureGauge Stuck, G q,R q, 1T/W(t) 0.093
X Pr{UJEJk} Wf,it)
J=1 ~mEk
= ~~~~~~~~~~~(5)The mathematical expressions that rank initiating and
nj enabling events suggest how design or procedural changes
2 Pr{U1 F1k} Wf it) should be made to decrease Top Event occurrence fre-
i=l quency.
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1. Decreasing the repair time of events that are in- include the Top Event occurrence frequency (1), and
itiating events only does not reduce the Top Event oc- initiating and enabling event s-importance values (4) and (5).
currence frequency. IMPORTANCE is operable on CDC, IBM, UNIVAC and

2. The importance of an initiating event can be reduced PRIME equipment. IMPORTANCE is available from the
by: Argonne code center [23]. IMPORTANCE can accept as in-
a. improving the reliability of a component that fails put min cut sets generated from FTAP [21] or SETS [22].

as an initiator, i.e., by decreasing A.
b. by incorporating another mitigative system 10. CHLORINE VAPORIZER STUDY

feature such as: This section describes a reliability analysis made at E.I.
i. an interlock system, duPont de Nemours & Co., Victoria Plant for a chemical

ii. an operator as a backup, or processing system. The method is similar to the analysis of
iii. a containment building. the pressure tank system of sections 3, 6, 7.

(Incorporation of system mitigative features
results in a numerically smaller criticality TA 3 /7TG / TG
function for the initiator).

3. The importance of an enabling event can be reduced L it TT
by:
a. incorporating a more reliable device or I- V-apor
b. by shortening the: to proces

i. inspection interval, or Superheater
ii. the repair time depending upon the TT

maintenance policy of the component.
4. The sum of s-importance values for initiators is PC T

unity. In general, the sum of s-importance values of H/L (> Ll
enablers differs from unity because the Top Event
occurrence frequency expression cannot be uniquely
factored according to enabling event unavailability Hot water o L
because generally there is more than one enabling LT

event per min cut set.
Vasporizer ll

In the pressure tank example, the timer, relief valve,
and operator are of equal s-importance. Some options Liquid chlorine -k-
available to decrease the frequency of pressure tank rup- Fig. 5. Original System.
ture are:

1. Incorporate a timer that fails less frequently 10.1 Chlorine Vaporizer System
2. Shorten the inspection time of relief valve Figure 5 is the chlorine vaporizer system. The input pro-
3. Special operator procedures. cess stream is liquid chlorine. The output stream is

superheated chlorine gas which flows to a chemical reactor
(not shown). The liquid chlorine is heated and evaporated in
the vaporizer and heated further in the superheater. There is a

Section 5 discussed calculations in which Top Event oc- level control in the vaporizer which consists of a level
currence frequency is constant. For cases in which it is not transmitter, a current to pneumatic, (ilp), transducer, con-
constant, e.g., during system startup or shutdown, Top troller and pneumatic control valve. A concern in the opera-
Event occurrence frequency must be integrated over a time tion of this system is that liquid chlorine can enter the
interval to obtain the s-expected number of occurrences of overheads and be carried to the chemical reactor, where it
the Top Event in that interval. In this case importance could cause reactor rupture. The original system (figure 5)
measures are weighted by the s-expected number of occur- had an alarm indicating a high liquid chlorine level in the
rences of the Top Event. vaporizer and a low temperature alarm at the exit of the

vaporizer. (Low temperature implies the presence of subcool-

9.COMPUTERPROGRAMS ~~ed liquid.) If either a high-level or low-temperature alarm
9. COMPUTERPROGRAMS ~~sounded, the operator would take corrective action to prevent

A computer program which can consider initiating and liquid chlorine from entering the superheater. Two alternative
enabling events in both time dependent and steady state designs (system A and B) are shown in figures 6 and 7. System
calculations of Top Event occurrence frequency and A had the features of the original system with added control
s-importance is IMPORTANCE [10]. As input to IMPOR- devices such as a redundant level-float and interlock system
TANCE the user must specify which basic events are which would close pneumatic valve PV-67 in the event of an
enabling events. Some of the outputs of IMPORTANCE alarm. System B had many features of System A plus:
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TA C TG r too

L I

- Vapor to process

SuperheaterIsT

Hot water = / LC -&Z-+ t41 FV-67-1

vaporizer D |2
Liquid chlorine )

Fig. 6. System A. \ -2 4

T Xx I T Ax Y |

,0'r ft^5sJP6¢-9 1 Fig. 8. Digraph for System A.

1 x variables S and P denote respectively, signal and pressure.
The control devices on the NFBL are:

L L1\>[lg-.st * LT-62 (level transmitter)
0 L-62-2 (pneumatic to current transducer)
= LC-62-1 (level controller)

PR-61 (pressure regulator)

'L-4t +*=<6;0tsP# *LV-62 (air to close control valve).
Li Q^#io o

<
74r -tP) This digraph shows three feedback loops (indicated by

transfer symbols A, A, A) initiated by the operator. The in-
terlock control loops all pass through node S810 which

Fig. 7. System B. represents the output from relay R999, which in turn is
common to all the loops.

* Two interlock loops
.Dedicated relay for each sensor 10.3 Component Failure Mode Analysis

* Reverse acting level transmitter
* Selector switch to select vaporizer in use (the system Failure modes for the devices in figure 8 were identified

uses two vaporizers on-line and an installed spare) and their associated failure rates and fault duration times
* Bypass around low temperature trip - for startup. estimated. Typical mean times to failure (MTTF) are

shown in tables 7, 8 for pneumatic transmitters and
10.2 System Digraph pressure switches, respectively. Most failure modes cause a

transmitter to fail low rather than high. The fail high or
System digraphs were used to generate fault trees for all low modes are initiating events as opposed to "sensor

three systems. The digraph constructed for system A (figure stuck" which is an enabling event.
6) is shown in figure 8. Between each set of nodes in the
digraph (a node represents a variable) are 1) arrows which 104FutTeGnrainndQ lttveAlys
describe the relationship between the variables, and 2)
devices that cause the input-output relationships. The The digraph, fault-tree synthesis algorithm [1, 12] was
NFBL which controls level in the chlorine vaporizer used to construct the fault tree from the digraph. The Top
consists of nodes L815, S821,S809, P817, P822, M801; The Event was "mass flow rate at location 803 extremely high",
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TABLE 7 cut sets. For this system, interval reliability is the ap-
Fail Modes for Flow Transmitter propriate figure of merit since the Top Event (reactor rup-

ture) is catastrophic. All carryovers of liquid chlorine do
Instrument: Flow Transmitter (Pneumatic) not result in ruptures. Engineering analysis is necessary to

MTTF MTTF MTTF perform consequence calculations. The figures of merit for
Zero Gain (Yr) Fail High (Yr) Fail Low (Yr) system performance are the "mean time to failure" and
Stuck 20 Misc 20 Signal Line Cut 40 the "s-expected number of failures during the plant life"

Plug Impulse Capsule Fails 10 (assumed to be 20 years) where "failure" is defined as

Lines 3 carryover of liquid chlorine. Analysis of the original
Valve Out Local Air Loss 10 system showed a mean time to failure of 1.5 years. This
Impulse Lines 15 corresponded reasonably with plant data, which indicated

a MTTF of approximately 4 years.
Valved Out 15 "Level transmitter fails low" and "i/p transducer fails
Output Leak 40 low" made the dominant contributions as initiating events.
Impulse Line The "operator fails to respond" dominated the enabling
Valved Out 15 events.

Impulse Line Table 9 shows the design changes evaluated by
Plugged 3 IMPORTANCE to determine the MTTF. The rankings of

the initiators and enablers suggested further design
MTTF = Mean time to failure, in years changes. Column #5 in table 9 lists the type of level

transmitter in the design. The transmitter in the original
TABLE 8 design had a MTTF of 1.5 years - the transmitter that

Failure Modes for Pressure Switch was reverse acting had a MTTF of 17 years. "Fail low"
modes are more common than "fail high" modes.

Instrument: Trip Switch (Pneumatic)

MTTF MTTF MTTF TABLE 9MTTFMTTF MTTF ~~~~~~~~~~~Effectof System Design Changes
Zero Gain (Yr) Fail High (Yr) Fail Low (Yr)
Fails-Misc. 35 Proposed Level

Misset 35 Design Mean Time Mean System Transmitter
Shorted 40 all are presumed all are presumed Change to Failure Failures in Failure Rate

negligible negligible Number System (Yr)* 20 Years (per year)
Open Input Original 1.5 13 1/1.5
(Hi Trip
Only) 20 1 (A) 1 Interlock 26.7 0.70 1/1.5

3 Way Test 20 1 Relay

2 1 Interlock 59.5 0.34 1/1.5
MTTF = Mean time to failure, in years 3 Relays

3 1 Interlock 308 0.06 1/17

[M803 (+ 10)], and implies the presence of liquid chlorine. 3 Relays
A value of ± 10 for a system variable corresponds to a 4 1 Interlock 273 0.07 1/17
large or fast disturbance which a NFBL (or other sub- 3 Relays
system) cannot control. The event which leads to
M803(+ 10) is high level in the chlorine vaporizer, i.e., 5 (B) 2 Interlocks 4250 .0046 1/17
L815(+ 10). High level results from either the NFBL caus- 3 Relays &

ing the disturbance (e.g., level transmitter failing low), or Switch & Bypass
the NFBL passing a disturbance (e.g., M800(+ 10),
Q815(-10)). The symbol Q represents heat input to the *Failure Implies Carryover of Liquid Chlorine
vaporizer from the circulating hot water system.

*The min cut sets were obtained with the computer code Design change #1 included the addition of one interlock
FTAP by using a probabilistic culling function which re- on valve PV-67 and a new valve with one relay (this in-
tamned min cut sets only of a specified or higher impor- terlock system serves as a redundancy to the operator).
tance. (This same feature is available in SETS). This system (design A) had an MTTF of 26.7 years. Con-

ventional wisdom would have concluded that design A is
1.5.Reiblt Anlyi satisfactory. However, the use of FTAP and IMPOR-10.5 RellabllltyAnalysls ~TANCE suggested further design changes. Design change
IMPORTANCE was run to obtain measures of system #2 included a separate relay for each sensing device (two

performance and s-importance for basic events and min sensors for level and one for low temperature). Design
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change #2 doubled the MTTF. The initiator rankings up to common-cause initiating events. Common-cause initiating
this point ranked "level transmitter fails low" as domi- events can include, for example, failures in support systems
nant. Design change #3 included changing the level such as electricity, instrument air, or service water. Since
transmitter to reverse acting (viz. fail-safe on loss of instru- common-cause initiating events can initiate a failure se-
ment air) and eliminating the i/p transducer L-62-2; these quence chain and can also deactivate corrective or "make-
changes multiplied the MTTF by a factor of 5. As in- safe" systems, we believe it is essential that all pertinent
dicated by design change #4, adding a low temperature trip enabling and initiating events be included in the same logic
bypass and selector switches did not adversely affect model so that common-cause effects can be detected. This
MTTF (273 yr with, vs. 308 yr without) - initially, a statement applies to logic models such as fault trees and ac-
somewhat surprising result. Special procedures such as cident scenarios generated by the event-tree, fault-tree ap-
flagging the bypass key on the control panel with red tags proach [15]. Lumping separate fault trees for "initiating
and requiring the supervisor to check the switches each events" and "safety system failure" together (i.e. after the
8-hour shift resulted in a short estimated fault duration basic events lost their identities) can lead to serious
time (T) for inadvertantly activating the bypass switches. underestimation of the Top Event frequency.

The final design (system B), design change #5, included Caution must also be employed when using computer
2 interlocks (redundant valves), 3 relays, a bypass and codes that cull min cut sets according to frequency. Com-
selector switches and a reverse-acting level transmitter. plication arises when there are common-cause initiating
This increased the MTTF to 4250 years. The design goal events that also fail all or part of the safety system(s).
was 1000 years. The spurious trip rate was roughly When finding the min cut sets for the safety systems, it is
estimated. The addition of 20 control devices, each with a important to cull according to frequency rather than
lumped-average MTTF of approximately 20 years in unavailability for these common-cause initiating events.
generating a spurious signal, would give one spurious trip Further complication arises when there are basic events
per year. that can be initiating or enabling events depending upon

the time ordering of events (as described in sections 2 and
6). Fault-tree codes that cull by event frequency should use

10.6 Comments Concerning the Study the form described in section 6, viz. (event rate) = (ini-
Lambert has had the opportunity to teach fault-tree tiating event frequency) x (critical state unavailability)

analysis courses. A comment by a participant when the summed for all initiating events in a cut set. Otherwise
above example was presented was: gross errors, such as discarding high frequency min cut

"As a design engineer, I would have proposed a sets, can occur.

system which incorporated some of the design
changes that were implemented in the modified 11.1 Comments
system designs. However, I would have no idea of 1) . In review of two risk assessments, Lambert has
the relative improvement in system performance, or found that analysts have erroneously computed
2) the important contributors to system failure. Your s u i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~systemunavailability instead of accident frequency.approach provides a logical engineering approach to.. . ~~~~~~~~~~~Mincut sets that were not very s-important, whenreliability analysis of control systems. calculated in terms of unavailability, were dominant

We agree and add one other comment. when computed in terms of frequency! Computing
Fault-tree analysis is best used as a design tool as was il- the frequency for these min cut sets increased the Top

lustrated in the example of the chlorine vaporizer. The Event occurrence frequency by a factor of 100.
basic-event data which were used on the original design were When computing accident frequency, we have
also used to assess alternative designs. The basic-event data found it useful to ask three questions in checking the
and fault-tree structure were verified since the s-expected min cut sets for units of accident frequency:
number of system failures for the original design agreed a. Is the initiating event which causes the Top Event
with the data based upon operating experience. to occur given in units of frequency?

The analysis of the chlorine vaporizer system and the b. Are system conditions that permit the initiating
chemical reactor system (not described in this paper) took event to occur (e.g., condition such as "system in
less than two person weeks of effort, not months or years! maintenance") given in units of unavailability?
Of course, familiarity with the system and the techniques c. Does the entire mmn cut set check according to
described in this paper is necessary to achieve such an units of frequency?
economy of effort. 2. Encouraging progress is being made in developing

computer codes to generate a fault tree automatically

11 APPLICATIONS ~~~~from a digraph. Dunglinson has been using the coin-
11*PLIAIN puter code FALSYN, developed by D.J. Allen of

As described in section 5.1, the distinction between Foster-Wheeler Development Corp. [1] with promis-
enabling and initiating events is important for analysis of ing results.
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12. QUESTIONS & ANSWERS For example, consider a main feedwater system with
three 50%1 capacity feedwater trains. Loss of one

These questions have arisen during the course of our mifeedwater trainidoesenotaresultain Loss ofmnmain feedwater train does not result in loss of main
practice and during review of this paper for publication. feedwater. There is a time sequence of events which
They, and their answers, can be of great help to readers by must be considered for loss of main feedwater.
providing background and perspective in this field. 6Q. In reference to common-cause initiating events

1Q. Is the distinction between initiating and enabling (section 11), why not use the event-tree, fault-tree
events a matter of engineering judgment or depth approach for each initiating event?
of analysis? 6A. The event-tree fault-tree approach treats safety

IA. It is a matter of understanding how system upset systems as separate entities. This approach re-
conditions can occur in causing the occurrence of quires that fault trees of the safety systems as
the Top Event. This understanding is very impor- described on the heading of the event tree be
tant in the construction and analysis of digraphs regenerated or modified for each common-cause
and/or fault trees. initiating event. The advantages to our approach

2Q. Are initiating events simply basic-event variable- are: 1) once a Top Event is defined, multiple
nodes on the digraph (basic nodes have no common-cause initiating events can be considered
inputs)? in the same logic model, and 2) safety systems are

2A. For simple digraphs, the answer is yes. However, not treated as separate entities.
for system conditions which appear on edges, e.g., 7Q. To use your probabilistic methods, is it necessary
system in maintenance, the answer is no. For ex- to use accurate data for the basic events?
ample, the events which cause system maintenance 7A. Accurate data are required to accurately compute
can be other component failures which in turn can the Top Event occurrence frequency. However, if
be represented as nodes on the digraph. These the quality of the basic event data is poor, an
failures are enabling events. uncertainty analysis (e.g. a Monte Carlo simula-

3Q. In reference to a phase change (in a system) which tion) can be conducted by assigning a probability
causes system failure, which is the initiating event: distribution to the basic event data. Regardless of
the pre-existing conditions or the phase change? the quality of the data, we find it useful to rank
(Pre-existing conditions can be, for example, com- initiating and enabling events and min cut sets ac-
ponent failures). cording to their s-importance. Additional insight

3A. If the pre-existing conditions did not cause the into system behavior can be gained by knowing
Top Event to occur in previous time periods, then the dominant initiating and enabling events and
these pre-existing conditions are enabling events. min cut sets. This insight can make design
The Top Event occurs at the time of the phase tradeoffs much more rational and systematic. The
change which is the initiating event. The methods impact of system design changes can be quan-
described in this paper in computing Top Event titatively assessed. Information concerning the im-
occurrence frequency and s-importance can be ex- portant contributors to system failure can be
tended to handle phased missions. presented to management in a qualitative manner.

4Q. How do digraphs handle dynamic instabilities, in-
tegral or proportional gains, and time-dependent
gains?

4A. As pointed out in [1], a digraph is a useful sym-
bolic logic model which displays topology of REFERENCES
system variables. Understanding system topologyiystnecesaryinbles.condstru ingfaulstrees tof toloy [1] D.J. Allen, M.S.M. Rao, "New algorithms for the synthesis and an
iS necessary in constructing fault trees of control analysis of fault trees," I&EC Fundamentals, vol 19, 1980 Feb, pp
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